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OPTICALLY PUMPED FAR INFRARED LASERS

I .  OVE RVIEW

This report summarizes the research performed under Grant

DAHC 04-75-G-0099 during the period 1 March 1975 to 28 Feb-

ruary 197 8. The basic research goals were quite simple: the

study of fundamental processes associated with the optical

pumping technique used to generate far-infrared radiation.

Two specific areas addressed in detail are superradiance and

stimulated Ranian emission , both identif ied and partially

characterized during the course of this study.

II. SUPERRAD IANCE

A. Introduction

The concept of superradiarice , as originally presented

by Dicke ,1 is that of the collective spontaneous decay of an

ensemble of two—level atoms prepared in a superposition state .

The resultant emission intensity is proportional to the square

of N , the number of atoms , and is emitted in a delayed pulse

whose delay and width are both inversely proportional to N.

The theory has evolved to treat extended media,2 complete in-

version ,3 swept excitation,4 and various other effects such as

relaxation and degenez~ cy.
5 At the time of the proposal , one

• experimental observation of superradiance had been made , 6 and

- —~~~
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the question was whether our observations on methyl fluor ide

were of the same effect and what modifications would have to

be made in the existing theory2 to allow a comparison .

The objectives of the proposal were several ; and with one

exception , they have all been fulfille d at least as well as we

had hoped. The details of the superradiant pulse evolution

have been studied and are described in the next section. The

scaling behavior of the superradiant emiss ion w ith cross sec-

tional area A , has been found to be intermediate between that

of the disk and needle cases ,2 that is, the intensity varies

more rapidly than A but more slowly than A2 (see Appendix I);

with length , L, the variation (‘~ as L3) is faster than that pre-

dicted , as is discussed in the next section. Seeding of the

sample to determine the initial condition (initial Bloch vec-

tor tipping angle) of the Maxwell—Bloch theory5 has not been

done , because reproducible far infrared pulses of intensity

approximately 10 19 W/cm2 would be required . The theory of

Ref. 5, developed independently by us in a similar version ,

appears to give not only the qualitative fea tures of the super-

radiant emission , but also a quantitative fit to our results

ove r a range of cell length and CH3F pressure , using only one

free parameter; this is discussed in more detail in the next

section . This analysis has given an indication of the conditions

under which superradiance may evolve ; in particular , it appears
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that population decay and dephasing effects (represented by

T2=T1) are not as serious as was first thought. And , finally ,

an efficient pulsed far infrared source (15% photon conversion

eff iciency) has been realized; the efficiency is rela~ ed only

to the f inite delay and finite pump pulse width, but the con-

ditions for superradiarit emission limit the intensity to less

than a kilowatt at the present time.

Contributions in amplif ication of , or in addition to,

those proposed have taken place in several di fferent areas ,

both theoretical and experimental. One of these was the exten-

sion of the theory of the propagationless case7 to include ,

phenomenologically, collisional dephasirig and energy loss

(T2&T1) and to investigate the importance of these relative to

Doppler dephasing ; it was found that the latter is the less

serious case. A search was made for candidate transitions ;

several far-infrared (FIR) possibilities (pumpable by a CO2 TEA

laser) were found (see Ref. 8), and we identified alkali metal

vapor transitions on which subsequent observations of super—

radiance were made. 9’10’11 The apparatus has been modified

to allow for shorter , more stable pump pulses , to further re-

duce feedback and symmetrize the sample cell with respect to

forward- and backward-propagating waves , and to allow sensitive

detection of the superradiant pulses on a nanosecond time scale.

• An analytical solution has been found for the small-area pulse
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case and agrees with computer calculations in the proper limits,

and an empirical expres sion for the dependence of the pulse

parameters on cell length has been derived from computer

solution of the equations of Ref. 4. The ef fec ts of varying

cross-sectional area, length , and pump duration have been studied

experimentally and theoretically, and the pulse shape observed

in detail; in addition , the transitions from superradiance to

swept—gain superradiance and from homogeneous to Doppler

broadening have been observed and studied .

B. Summary of Research

Earli er results have been reported at several confer-

ences (Refs. 8,12; Appendix I); the latest results have been

reported at the Tenth International Quantum Electronics Confer-

ence , Atlaiita, May 29—June 1, 1978, paper T-4, and are being

prepared for publication. These results will be summarized

here , and general conclusions will be drawn in the next section.

The apparatus is essentially the same as that shown in

Fig. 2 of Appendix I, although certain changes have been made .

The mode quality of the CO2 TEA laser has been improved by in-

creas ing the inner diameter of the intracav ity gain cell , and

the output energy has been increased threefold , allowing the

pump pulse to be truncated to a width (FWHM) of 15 nsec with

a peak power still approximately 1 MW . This allows even higher

pressures to be reached before overlap of the pump and FIR

—4
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• pulses occurs. The pump pulse is now weakly focused by a

long—radius mirror into the FIR cell so that it may trans-

verse the maximum length of cell allowed by laboratory dimen-

sions (10.2 m) without expanding appreciably. In addition ,

the FIR cell has been made symmetric by the mounting of a

dielectric-coated silicon “input coupler ” at the far end of

the cell, reducing feedback even more , allowing full detection

of the pump, and eliminating the need for external separation

of the pulses. This arrangement allows for the extension of

the range of data to even lower pressures , and allows the meas-

urement of the delay of the backward wave. The Si:P detector

has been more carefully calibrated and has been operated at

lower bias to decrease its response time to about 2 ns (at the

expense of sensitivity) in order to follow faithfully the time

behavior of the FIR pulses from the longest samples .

Typical pulses are shown in Fig . 1, where the qualitative

dependerices of the intensity , pulse width , and delay (measured

from pump cutoff) on pressure and cell length can be seen. In

Fig. ic , the fluc tuations in the FIR pulses are also evident

(the lowest FIR pulse is due to the unusual fluc tuation in the

pump) .

Measurements of the delay, width , and intensity of the

superradiant pulses were made as a function of CH3F pressure

• at several cell lengths: 168, 229 , 351 , 473 , 656, 838 , and
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• , ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~ 838 cm
• ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ .242 to r r

L ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
T ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

838 cm
.094  torr

~~~~

-r 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

351 cm

~ 
.242 torr

~~~~~~~

T ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
—

~~ ~‘—2O nsec

Fig. 1. Typical pulses showing the qualitative effects of varying
pressure for a given cell length and of varying cell
length at constant pressure. The upper pulse is the CO2
pump , showing the rapid cutoff; a) nearly—overlapping
pulses; vertical scale is 150 W/div (FIR pulse only)
horizontal  scale 20 nsec/div . ,  b )  well-separated pulses
at a lower pressur e; note chan ge in ver tical scale to
4 W/div., C) five pulses at .242 torr in a shorter cell ,
showing a somewhat larger-than-normal range of fluctuation.
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1021 cm; this was done for both the forward- and backward-going

pulses. Since it is expected that the delay and width should

vary with pressure as p 1, and the intensity as p2, the del ay

and width have been plotted vs p 1 and the intensity vs p2

for the forward-going wave at four cell lengths in Figs. 2 , 3,

4, and 5. The delay and width in Fig. 2 are shown with a

straight-line fit; the agreement is reasonable. Note the

negative delay at infinite pressure (p~~=0); this is a result

of the finite width of the pump pulse and is the same at all

lengths . The intensity dependence is a combination of two

strai ght lines (approximately ), one below p2 = .01 torr2 and

a steeper one at higher pressures. Fig . 3 shows the same b~~

havior observed in a 351 cm cell; in all of these plots (Figs .

2-5), the data points represent an average of several pulses .

In Fig . 4, at 656 cm , the break in the slope of intensi ty vs

is seen to correlate with breaks in delay and width vs p 1;

this , then, is assumed to be the trans ition between homogeneous

and Doppler broadening, which takes place from 0.10-0.04 torr .

This behavior is even more evident in Fig . 5.

In Fig. 6 is shown the dependence of the pulse parameters

on length for two pressures. Both delay and width show a de-

crease arid appear to be approaching nonzero values; the short-

est delays are approximately equal to T2, and all but the

longest pulse widths are less than T2. In spite of this ,

~~~~~~~~-~~~
-- - —---——--~~~~~~T~~T~~~~
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Fig. 2 .  Delay (measured from pump cutoff  to FIR peak ) vs.
inverse pressure , pulse width vs. inverse pressure ,
and pulse intensity vs. pressure squared , for a cell
length of 168 cm. The intercept of the delay at
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~~~~~~~~ SIT~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Fig. 3. Delay and pulse width vs. inverse pressure, and
intensity vs. pressure squared for a 351 cm cell.
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60
p~ (torr ’)

200

WIDTH

~ 00

p~~(tor(’)

100

p2(torr2 )

656 cm CELL

Fig. 4. Delay and pulsewidth vs. inverse pressure , and
intensity vs. pressure squared for a 656 cm cell.
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p~ (torr~~)
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~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~
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.d5
p2 (tort 2)

02! cm CELL

Fig. 5. Delay and pulse width vs. inverse pressure , and
intensity vs. pressure squared for a 102]. cm cell.
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160 DEL~IY

• 
_

Urn)

L(m)

LOG INT ENSITY

-

I

I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

L( m)

~~: .187 tort •: .123 tort

Fig. 6. Delay , width and log intensity vs. L for two pressures ,
.187 torr and .123 torr .
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ringing was never observed in the FIR pulses. The intensity

shows an increase approximately as L3 over this range of lengths.

Fig . 7 shows the ratio of the forward FIR intensity to the

backward intensity plotted vs p for  fixed L and vs L for fixed

p; it is seen that the characteristic of the emission goes

from that of Dicke superradiance (R~l) to that of swept—gain

superradiance ( R > > l )  as p increases past .10 torr and as L in-

creases past 5 m. This is supported by the delay and width

variation with L; both go as a larger negative power of L for

L > Sm.

Fig. Ba shows an example of the fit that can be obtained

with the Maxwell-Bloch equations with a fluctuating—phase in-

put field to simulate the initial tipping angle due to spon-

taneous and blackbody emission . Here the pump pulse is assumed

to be saturating and the loss is calculated as that of a

Gaussian beam .5 The initial tipping angle , 0
~~
, is the only

free parameter , and by setting 00 = 
c (L) 

, the resul ts  for

pressures ranging over the homogeneously broadened regime are

fit fairly well for the shorter cell lengths (c depends only on

L, not p, and is on the order of 1). The arrows in Fig. Ba re-

present the range of fluctuation predicted numerically for the

intensity and delay . Figs. 8b and 8c show the effect of vary-

ing the loss and the tipping angle, respectively. The dashed

line in all three represents the experimental result. It is
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R vs p
02!: 

~
p(torr)

Rvs L
.187 tort

100~ 

•

0 4 5  8 tO
L(m)

R

Fig. 7. The dependence of the ratio of forward intensity to
backward intensity, R, vs. p at a fixed length
(1021 cm), and vs. L at a fixed pressure (.187 torr).
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~~~~ 
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Fig. 8. Comparison of calculated (solid lines) pulses to experi-
mental (dashed lines) pulses, showing sensitivity of the
calculation to variations in initial tipping angle 

~°o~and loss (kL). a) Best fit found by calculating kL
and varying 0~ . The arrows show the range of fluctuation
in intensity and delay predicted . b) Effect of varying

• kL slightly. C)  Effect of a variation in Go; note
vertical scale change .
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found tha t a f it can be obtained for a small change in k by

changing eo~ 
in other words, the fit is not sufficient to

determine the absolute value or perhaps even the functional

form of because k is merely an estimate. It is also found

that the f i t  is not as good (quanti tat ively)  for  long cells or

for the backward wave, for reasons which will be discussed in

the next section .

C. Conclusions

It is seen that agreement between theory and experi-

ment is fairly good except for the longest cell length and for

the backward wave. The agreement is improved by including a

f ini te-width pump pulse , which is effect ively an intermediate

case between simultaneous ( e . g . ,  transverse) and swept (delta-

function) excitation. It also appears from initial computa-

tions that the inclusion of degeneracy for the FIR transition

does not have an appreciable effect; it may be possible , how-

ever, that the pump transition degeneracy may , when included ,

have an effect, and that the combination of this with the

finite pump pulse width may have an even greater effect. Other

things which may have to be included in the model are coherent

pump effects, Doppler broadening of the FIR transition , and

transverse variation of the pump resulting in lensing effects

for the FIR. Far infrared pulses as short as 12 nsec and as

• •• —
. - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  —
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intense as 250 W have been produced in a superradiant manner

(no pulse overlap between pump and FIR). This is limi ted , at

present, by the finite width of the pump pulse , and possibly

by other factors such as degeneracy and transverse effects.

The major contribution of this work has been that super-

radiant emission has been observed in the homogeneously broad-

ened regime for the first time, and that ringing has been ab-

sent even when the delay is less than T2. The dependence of

the delay , pulse width, and intensity has been investigated

as a function of pressure , cell length , and cross-sectional

area and the scaling behavior found to be intermediate between

the disk and needle limits for shorter cells. The expected de—

pendences on pressure have been found , with the additional

feature of the transition from homogeneous to Doppler broad-

ening being reflected as a change of slope in all three cases.

In addition , the effect of a finite pump width has been seen

in a negative intercept for the delay at p 1=0; this inter—

cept is approximately 1.5 times the FWHM of the pump pulse ,

which indicates that only the ini tial part of the pump is

necessary to prepare the state of FIR inversion . And f i na l l y ,

the observation of the transition from Dicke superradiance to

swept-gain superradiance f i r s t  reported in Ref .  12 has been

corroborated and amplified .

• 
.------ •-  .
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• III. STIMULATED RAMAN EMISSION

A. Introduction

D20 vapor
, optically pumped with a CO2 TEA laser ,

has been under study regarding the nature of fa r - inf ra red  (FIR )

emission associated with pure rotational transitions. In the

course of preliminary research , several features of particular

interst emerged which have been subjects of further investiga-

tion. The 50 ~.im and 66 i.~m emission lines , pumped with the 9.66

j.im P(32) CO2 line , have bee:~ shown to constitute stimulated

Raman emission and to lie “ 2 GHz from corresponding ground

state and rotational transitions. This is to be compared

with the measured 1.1 GHz detuning of the CO2 pump from the

relevant 00 0 6611 660 -‘ 010 
~5Q’~~5l IR absorption doublet (energy

level notation is 
~K~..1,K+1~~

•
13 Several other D2O transition de-

tunings from CO2 pump lines were measured as summarized in

Table II of Appendix II.

Various emission line assignments were made on the basis

14of recent spectroscopy of the “2 band of D2O. The scheme

of the P(32) pump line and observed emission lines is shown in

Fig. 9. Neglecting the weak 83 j.~m cascade transition and the

116 i.~m line, the system is comprised of three radiation fields

present on the dipole-allowed transitions connecting foui-

molecular levels. We have undertaken the analysis of such a

system in the homogeneously broadened regime by means of a
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D20

/ \  ~~~~~6...~ I \ w ~~

~~~~~~~~ 43, 44
~~~~~~~H~~~m 

/ ___
5_3

ri
/ 1  / w

/ / II

/ 75, 77 //
/ 5O~~m\ //

-* 1.7GHz —

Fig . 9. Partial D20 energy level diagram near the P9 (32) laserline. Insert shows the detailed absorption spectra
based on tunable diode laser spectroscopy of Ref. 13.

A
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quasi-static density matrix formalism , and have derived exact

algebraic expressio~.s for  wave gain profiles which point to

nonlinear mechanisms of wave coupling. This analysis has

been incorporated into a computer program in which the evolu-

tion of the 66 ~im and 50 i~im emission in a single-pass system

is modeled .

B. Analysis

The four-level density matrix analysis applied to the

D2O system indicates that two-photon processes such as optically

pumped lasing and stimulated Raman emission are signif icantly

modified by an interaction with an intense third radiation

field . The system of coupled density matrix equations has

been solved quasi-statically ( in the t>>T2 limit) , neglecting

off-resonant and transient terms in favor of terms with small

resonance denominators. Albebraically exact express ions have

thus been derived for the off-diagonal elements of the density

matrix in terms of arbitrary f ield intensities , population dif-

ferences , detunings, and phenomeriological dephasing and damping

processes. Field gains can then be cast in a form in which

terms are grouped by population differences and contributions

to the net gain by one-,two-, and three-photon processes are

• thereby elucidated.

In the level configuration depicted in Fig . 9, applicable

to the D2O sys tem, the 
~~ 

gain assumes the form:
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G1 ~1(n3-n4) + w~ (n~ -n~ ) + ~~~2~ 3 (n1—n4)

where (n
~
-n
~
) is the population di fference between levels i

and j, 
~ 

are coupling factors peaked , respectively, near

i-photon resonances , and are the Rabi frequencies.  The

are field—dependent , and account for relative polarizations

of the interacting fields as well as AC Stark shifts . Exact

field intensity-dependent expressions have been derived for

the AC Stark shifts and i-photon linewidths. An appropriate

• summation over sublevels incorporates the effec t of the M-

degeneracy of the rotational levels, lifted in the presence

of intense optical fields.

In the D20 system of Fig . 9, the 50 ~.im ground state tran-

sition cannot be inverted on a quasi-steady-state basis and

laser loss is predicted on resonance . However a two-photon

• (SPE ) gain multiplier , 
~2’ 

plotted in Fig. 10 as d function

of frequency and 66 i.xm field intensity at a characteristic D20

pressure and pump intensity , yields a net gain off-resonance

under population conditions characteristic of a saturated 66

i.~m SRE process. This partially accounts for the observed de-

layed onset of the 50 ~m signal (see Fig. 3 of Appendix I I ) .

C. Experiment

The system on which our optically pumped D20 research

has been carried out is essentially that described in Appendix
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I I .  Detunings of pump and FIR f ields were determined on the

basis of pressure dependence of absorption in D 20 as described

there. Subsequent modifications have included improvement of

the TEA laser transverse beam quality and stability (by geom-

etrical modifications of the CW amplifier sec tion), and elim-

ination of the Au-coated back reflector and all surfaces normal

to the FIR beam to ensure single-pass operation . A cell con-

taining cyclopropane at variable pressure in line w ith the

pump beam allows continuous variation of pump intensity from

shot to shot. Net 66 ~.‘m pulse energies and their shot-to-shot

f luc tuations have been measured as func tions of cell length ,

pressure , and pump intensity in the single—pass configuration .

At a pump energy of 72 mJ/pulse , FIR energy f luctua tions

are charac teristic of saturation of the 66 urn SRE process within

a length ‘
~.‘ 2.5 rn, assuming an incoherent blackbody source at

Vt 15the input end of the cell. Gain and threshold estimates de-

rived from these data are reasonable within the context of our

theoretical understanding of the system. Real time measurements

will allow detailed comparison with the single—pass propaga-

tional model we have developed .

One further feature predicted by our analysis is currently

under study. As the FIR gain profile is a function of field

intensities , a chirp in the frequency of the emitted FIR pulse

is to be expected as the pump pulse rises from FIR threshold

_  _ _ _—
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to ~ts peak value . This is being studied by a time—resolved

interferometric technique with the major goal of identifying

the magnitude of the chirp and hence the ‘start ’ condition

for the emission.

D. Conclusions

Inroads have been made into the understanding of FIR

emission by a molecular system optically pumped off-resonance

in the infrared . The SRE mechanism whereby the strong 66 ~.m

and the 50 ~.m lines are generated in D 20 has been identified

for the f irs t time. Research into the prec ise f ield and mole-

cular population dynamics is well underway with implications

for a var iety of other configurations of coup led waves in

gaseous sys tems .

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  . 5:
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*FAR-INFRARE D SUPERRA DIANCE IN METHYL FLUORIDE

A.T.  Rosenberger and S.J. Petuchowski
Department of Physics
University of Illinois
Urbana, Illinois 61801

and

T.A.  DeTemple
Department of Electrical Engineering

University of Illinois
Urbana , Illinois

Strong superradiant emission at 496 1.im from CH3
F opti-

cally pumped by a CO2 TEA laser has been observed in the

homogeneously broadened regime. The emitted FIR pulses are

asymmetric , exhibit no ringing , and are less than T2 in width.

The FIR pulses are calculated and observed to scale with the

geometry of the sample in a fashion intermediate between

those of the disk and needle limits. Reasonably good agree-

ment is found between the observations and the predictions

of a Maxwell-Bloch treatment in which either the initial

tipping ang le or a linear loss is considered a free parameter .

The FIR emission is observed to vary in character from Dicke

superradiance, marked by effectively simultaneous excitation

and equal forward and backward intensities, to superradiance

more of a swept nature , showing forward-backward asymmetry ,

*Research supported by U.S. Army Research Office , Durham, N.C.
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although in our short samples , the steady state is not

achieved. Qualitative theoretical support for this is pro-

vided by bidirectional and propagationless Maxwell-Bloch

models.

I . Introduction

The cooperative spontaneous emission of radiation , or

superradiance ,1 should be observable from initially fully in-

verted molecular systems which have high gaLi and are either

1) shorter than a cooperation length ,2 or 2) inverted by

means of swept excitation .3 The emission from an extended

cylindrical sample should occur as delayed pulses , the inten-

sity, width and delay of which depend on the density p of ex-

cited molecules and on the length L and cross—sectional area

A of the sample. The dependence of the delay t0, width t~t,

and peak intensity I of the superradiant pulses on the charact-

eristic time T5 is as follows :

t0 T5 , ( 1)

~ T5, (2)

I N/ TS , ( 3)

4where T 3tN and

= T5~ /ii N ( 4)

Here T5~ is the spontaneous lifetime , N = PAL 1$ the n umber of

cooperating molecules , and ~.i is a wavelength- and geometry-



dependent shape factor :4 30

p = 3A
2

/ 8TT A, (F >> 1; disk) (5)

p = 3A/ 8L , (F << 1; needle) (6)

where the two expressions for p apply in the limits of large

and small Fresnel number F 2A/XL. This implies qualitatively

different geometrical dependences of the pulse characteristics

at constant density in the large —F and small -F limits:

disk needle

t0 L 1 A 1

t~t~~ L 1 A 1

• I~~ AL A2L

For a system of Fresnel number of order one , an intermediate

geometrical behavior might be expected.

Vt The far infrared should be a regime well suited to the

observation of superradiance , because the radiative lifetimes

of rotational transitions are long, the gains on these tran-

sitions can be high, and the possibility of swept excitation

by optical pumping exists. The first observation of super—

radiance , in fact, took place on FIR rotational transitions

in HF ,5 and the present work on CH 3F is, in a sense, its com—

plement. In the pressure range of interest, the FIR emission

from CH 3F is homogeneously broadened . In spite of this , the

• - .•  . •
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superradiant pulses extract a large fraction of the energy

available at the time of emission , and so we claim that the

process involved is more correctly labeled “strong super-

radiance ” than “limited superradiance. ”7 As can be seen

from Table I , the conditions7 for “strong superradiance ” are

satisfied:

T5 << T2, (7)

>> l~ n~~ i . (8 )

In addition , T1 = T2 for the FIR transition, so the analysis

of Ref. 3 for swept-gain superradiance applies, provided that

the pump width is small enough and the sample long enough.

In Table I are defined and listed the various times and

other parameters associated with a particular set of experi-

mental conditions. The experiments and results are described

in Section II , the results are discussed and compared with

theoretical predictions in Section III , and in Section IV the

assumptions of the theory and the implications of the experi-

mental observations are summarized .

II. Experiments

The energy level diagram in Fig . 1 and the experimental

apparatus of Fig . 2 have been described in detail in Ref . 6,

and only the main points of interest will be repeated here.

The pump in Fig. 1 can be preferentially absorbed in either
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K ( 1 or 2) manifold , although K = 2 is more probably domin-

ant because of the larger matrix element. The resultant FIR

emission will be at 4 96 p m with a 40 MHz frequency difference

between the two possible FIR lines . Rotational (M) relaxa-

tion yields a 40 MHz/torr homogeneous linewidth and a nonzero

equilibrium population difference. (Table I).

The CO2 TEA laser in Fig. 2 has been mounted in an Invar

frame for improved stability and emits a single—mode , 120

nsec, 1.2 MW pulse which is truncated, 35 nsec before its

peak , to a width of about 30 ~sec.
8 This early cutoff ex-

tends the pressure range in which the pump and FIR pulses do

not temporally overlap. The positions of the absorber and

the detector system may be interchanged to allow observation

of FIR emission in the direction opposite that of the propaga-

tion of the pump.

The cutoff pump pulse and two typical FIR superradiant

pulses are shown in Fig. 3 in synchronous oscilloscope traces.

The low tail on the pump pulse is the result of a slight im-

pedance mismatch between a pulse amplifier and the oscillo-

scope. The FIR pulses are multiple traces to show shot—to—

shot fluctuations ; notice that there is no ringing (ringing

has not been observed on any FIR pulses occurring after cutoff

of the pump) and that the pulses are asymmetric . The quali-

tative pressure (hence density , since the pump is saturating

the IR absorption) dependence is also evident.

—4
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The pressure dependence is better shown in Fig. 4 , where

the data plotted are for a cell 4.7 m long and the lines are

least-square fits to the data. The linear variation of de-

lay and width with inverse pressure, and of the average peak

intensity with pressure squared , is evident as expected,

with slight discrepancies which are qualitatively understood :

negative delay at high pressure, and deviation from linear

behavior at low pressure. The delay is measured from the

cutoff of the pump pulse, so that the finite width of the

pump and the onset of swept gain at higher pressure are re-

sponsible for the negative delay and deviations in width and

intensity.9 The onset of Doppler broadening below 0.08 torr

is thought responsible for the deviation at low pressures.

All the pulses are less than T2 in width.

Comparison of the results for two samples identical ex-

cept for length is shown in Fig. 5. The qualitative behavior

is again the same , but a comparison of the slopes of the

least-square linear fits for the two sample lengths shows a

behavior intermediate between that of the disk and that of

the needle, as given following Eq. (6). The ratio of the

intensity of the forward pulse to the intensity of the back-

ward pulse was investigated as a function of pressure , but

the results were inconclusive. How~ver , a similar measurement

on a 5.9 m sample confirmed the findings of Ref. 9: that the

ra tio is nearly equal to one at low pressures and becomes

. - •• ~~
-• - 

•• - • ___________________ --•
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large at higher pressures , when the excitation develops a

swept character . One would expect a ratio of one at even

higher pressures in a shorter cell.

III. Comparison with Theory

In comparing our results with theory , pump effec ts , and

level degeneracy are neglected and a Maxwell-Bloch approach

with an input field fluctuating randomly in phase to simulate

spontaneous and black-body emission , much as in Ref. 7 , is

used. The coupled equations are written in complex form as

follows :

p = - P/T2 + ER , (9)

R = — (R—R )/T1 
— R (EP), (10)

a
~~~E = — K E +~~P, (11)

where P = — P/pp 12, E = p12
t/.~ , with p12 being the dipole

matrix element between the two FIR levels and P and ~ the

complex polarization and electric field ampli tudes ; R =

(N2-N1)/N, the normalized population difference , having an
p equilibrium value Re < 0. The times and T2 are equal for

the transition under consideration , a = ( T L ) 1 (T is here ,

and in the following, evaluated in the d isk limi t), and i< is

a linear loss to approximate diffraction. It was found that a

• reasonable fit could be obtained by choosing a credible value
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for either K or and then treating the other as a free para—

• meter. Two representative examples are given in Table II.

The observed delay listed in Table II is that measured not

from pump cutof f  bu t from the p 1 
= 0 intercept and thus is

an overestimation.

The Maxwell-Bloch equations (9)-(l1) were modified to

~~~~~ propagation in both directions , qualitatively conf irming

the pressure dependence of the forwar d/backward intensity ratio

observed in longer cells and discussed in more detail in

Ref. 9. The ratio was calculated to increase with increasing

pressure. In the numerical calculations , the asymmetry of

the resulting pulses matches that observed , and ringing is

predicted only for unphysically large densities or ini tial

tipping angles.10

If one assumes no spatial variation in the electric

field , and Re = 0, the intensity predicted by Eqs. (9)-(11)

has the form

1(t) = (?iw0pN
2/4T 5~ z

2sech2[8(l—z) — a), (12)

where z = exp(-t/T2), 8 = T2/2T5 , and a = Zn(2/c~0
) . This

functional form applies both to the pure Dicke case L << Lc

• and to the steady-state “swept superradiant” case.3 To see

the connec tion with the latter , note that by using the disk

expression for ji , Eq. (5), and replacing L by K
1
, an effec—

• tive loss length , one may recover the intensity predicted for
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the steady—state case with , of course , t being the retarded

time .3 This applies to L >> L0 and L >> K 1
. It is reason-

able to seek , then , a fit to this form for the case L � L
C

if an effective length Leff is used in Eq. (14); this is, in

fact, possible , and with the experimental data a fit is found

for Leff = .225 L. This may be compared with the Maxwell-

Bloch prediction that shows spatial variation in the fields

and polarization: only the forward ~~
. to ~~~

. of the sample con-

tributes appreciably to the emission .

IV. Discussion

It has been observed that the FIR emission is sensitive

to the exact nature of the shape and frequency of the pump

pulse , and this is reflected in a sensitivity of the Maxwell—

Bloch mode]. to the specific choice of initial conditions. A

prescription for is not yet evident, but it appears to de-

pend more on N~~’
2 than (pN)~~~

”2 in these experiments.2’3’4

The field losses arrived at in Table II are not consistent

with the FIR evolving as a single mode (EH11 guided wave loss

< 5xl0 5cm~~ ) but are comparable to multimode diffraction

losses (K ~ 5xl0
3cm~~ ), and to absorption of the thermally

populated levels in unexcited regions ( K  ‘
~
. l0 3cm~~ ).~~ From

these studies , the experimental uncertainties are such that

A , 
~c ’ K and perhaps p can be chosen consistently to yield

calculated results in good agreement with experiments. In-

frared nutation due to the large—area coherent pump also may

play a role and should be included in the semiclassical model ,
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as should the finite width of the pump pulse. A first step

to do this has been taken.9

To summarize , FIR superradiance in homogeneously broadened

CH3F is “strong” superradiant emission of single asymmetric

pulses of width less than T2, showing the expected dependence

on density and exhibiting shot-to—shot fluctations which are

probably due to variation in the pump. The geometrical

character of the samples is calculated and observed to be

intermediate between the two limits of large and small Fresnel

number. The ratio of forward to backward intensities supports

the hypothesis of the onset of swept gain in long cells at

high pressures. A Maxwell-Bloch approach with either or

• linear loss K a free parameter allows a quantitative fit to

the observations, and by including bidirectional propagation ,

the pressure dependence of the forward/backward ratio is

qualitatively reproduced for very long cells. The relation

to swept excitation is also shown in the effective-length

fit of what was called in Ref. 6 the “semiclassical mean-field

theory” , shown here in Eq. (12). The possibility thus ex-

ists in CH3F of observing superradiance in regimes ranging

from L < L
~ 
to the steady-state swept case.
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Table I. Experimental parameters for the case L = 3.5 in ,

A 11 cm2, and p = .250 torr.

A 496 pm

p 2.61x1013cn (3

N l.OlxlO 17

125

2.6x10 8

ILn~0 I 17.5

R —4.3 l0~~e

L 53 c mc

T 229 secsp

T 0.256 nsec

T2 32 nsec

T
2 

36 6 nsec

Above, p is the excited density and N = pAL the excited

number at pump cutoff, a0L is the field gain per pass , Re =

(N -N )e/N is the equilibrium population fraction , L =

(8’ir cT5~/3PA 
) is the cooperation length, and T5 =

8irT5~/~ A 2L is the superradiant lifetime.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  —-—- --
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Table II. Sample comparison of experiment with theory for
the case L = 3.5 m , A 11 cm2.

p ( torr) t
0

(nsec) ~ t (nsec ) 1(W)

Observed 125±6 41±5 6~I2

.123 Calculated (1) 109 49 10

Calculated (2) 99 42 13

Observed 62±5 22±3 24±8

.250 Calculated (1) 56 25 32

Calculated (1) 53 23 38

(In this table, the delay to is measured from the verti-
cal intercept of to vs. p

1 in Fig . 5 and is therefore an

overestimate, as noted in the text).

r~ 1cu1ation (1): K = 2 . l 5x l O 3cm 1

~~
(.123) = 2.3xl0 8

4~~
( . 2 5 0 )  = 2.6x10 8

• Calculation (2) : K = 3.00x10 3cm 1

• (.123)= 6.2xl0 8

~~
(.250) = 4.4x10 8 

• •

~~~~~ 
L..
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1. Partial energy level diagram for CH3F pumped by a

CO2 laser. The two fastest relaxation rates are

= l.3xl08 sec 1 torr 1 and = 1.2x107 sec~~
torr 1

. The fractional populations in the initial

ground states , f ( J ,K), are f(12,1) = 6.89xl0 3,

f(12,2) = 6.49xl0 3.

Fig. 2. Experimental apparatus.

Fig. 3. Typical pump (upper photo) and FIR pulses. All

scales are 50 nsec/division , and the disp lays are

synchronized .

Fig. 4. Results for a sample with L = 4.7 m, A = 7 cm2.

The straight lines are least-square fits to the data;

their slopes are pt
0 = 17.7 nsec torr , p~t = 5.82

nsec-torr , I/p2 = 421 W/torr 2. The homogeneously

broadened regime lies below p~~ = 12 torr~~~, or

above p2 = 0.007 torr2.

Fig. 5. Results for samples with A = 11 cm2, L = 3.5 and

2.3 m. The least—square slopes are pt0(3.5m) = 15.4

nsec—torr , pt
0 (2.3m) 16.9 nsec—torr; pL~t(3.5m) =

5.08 nsec-torr, pi~t(2.3m) = 6.99 nsec—torr; I/p2(3.5m) =

384 W/ torr , I/p2 (2.3m ) = 212 W/torr2.
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I. INTRODUCTION Fig. 1. Expenmenisi .zrangemenr The .bsorptioe ccii i.,eilI i.s
awed between 2 in and 2~i cm

JNTEREST in far infrared (FIR) emission from optically
pumprd D2 O vaporstemsfrom obse rvauons ofhsgh infrared with a single pulse spectral runty of better than 10 MHzto FIR conve rsion efficiency , ranking it along with C 5 H F  ~5 including chirp [6Jone of the stronge r pulsed FIR sources III -(3J Recent The CO2 pulse entered the FIR ~elI througn a NaCI Brewsterspectroecopic data have indicated that many of the pump window and was reflected into the ictive re~ on by a Si

lutet ate detsimed risissy Dopplet .ndtlss linen their respectiVe Brewster window The interior portion if the BrewsterD,O absorptiona suggesting that off.resonsnt pumping is window was coated with a nnultilayet Ge-ZnS IR mirror toresponsible for the strong emission (4( Ongnially postulated provide >90 percent reflectivity throughout the CO2 pumpto explain FIR emission in MH5, offqesoesant pumping is lines for the P-polarized pump (7 [  This mirror nad an ciii.
esaentially wing absorption with resulting FIR emission on or mated FIR absorption of <10 percent for wavelengths nearneat FIR line center (5( .  An equally consistent and some- so~m.times ntronger off-resonant effect is stimulated Raman ~~~~~~ A single Au-coated flat was used as a back reflector w hile thesion. which resulia in the FIR being emitted off-resonance by output was transmitted either through another Si Brewsteran snsouni equal to the pump detuning. In this article we window or through a normal incidence high density polypresent evidence for stimul ated R.aman ertstasion in D2 0 Vap or, ethylene window. Moat of the measurements were pertorrned• In the next section . the expe riment is discussed along with with the latter which implies a ve ry ow Q FIR cav ityour recent spectral measurements and line identifications. In In view of the fact that there was only one line common toSection UI, FIR frequency detuning m easurements are the preVious iwo spectral measurements of the FIR emissionpresented along with Raman and lase r gain estimates while from D,O, we rean alyzed the s pectral content associated ~iihthe res ults are summarize d is Section IV , the strong emission using the P (32 ) 9 er 11m pump [ I !  I

This was performed with a m grating spe ctrometer osineII. EX PERiMENT
vanoua FIR gratings in vanous orders and using higher ordersIn Fig. I is ihown the experiment which was compnse d ~ of the weakly transmitted CO 2 as a wave length marker Thea CO 3 TEA lase r. 5 ~~~ itt long FIR cell , a grating mono• accuracy of the measurements was ±0 I i..m with he resu ltschromator . and an external absorption cell for wavelength and in basic agreement with previous ,bservationn II)fins frequency measurements. The CO2 lase r operated on a Using the recent 153 band conventional spectroscopic measingle tranave rse and lon~ tudinal mode , the latter obtained surementa and resulting assignments of Shaw and Liii, we havewith the use of a CW low pressure CO1 amp lifier section. Using been able to identify all IR and FIR transitions which arethis technique th, lase r oscillated on CO2 line center 530 MHz listed in Table I (4 J , (81 . The starred entries are new assign-
ments. The notation a I, where r K 1 - K.1 and theMana.cript received February 7. i9l7 Thu work was sa~~o,ie4 by strongly allowed transitions satis fy .3J • 0 SI and .~r • 0,‘he Army Rs,euch Office . Durham . and in. Univenity sf liiinoii

indua usai Afflhlaiei Pro~ a,n ±2 (9(.
S 3. Pstscho.sski and A. I Roa.nbsrpr are wiili the Department °~ A partial energy level diagram for the P (32) transition isPhy,iri. Univer si ty of illinois, Urbsna, IL 6111 01 

sh own in FIg. 2. Based on the results of Shaw and Liii . theI A DST.mpis is wub the Depa,ttn.nt of Elevsni.ai Eeginatnng,
Usiveruly of iiiusoi,. U,bin., IL 6110 1 insert shows the positions of the two transitions re lat ise to

Copyr,gh, Ci 1977 by The tnsiit,,e EIecir,cai aisd (kcfron,c, Ersg,neer,. Inc.
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Fig. 4 Small urigi ab~orptson coef flelersi at P132) Alto shown ~~~ 
- s  

‘~ ~~ 5”. VHs

h, lane sects! absorption coslncinet for I is a, the detaning irons I. 
- - - .  ~ ‘a i -u

the dctunsng. Hence, a measured value of o vers us p2 can 
~ ‘-c- ,s

yield the detuning 1 1 2 1
There are two may or sources o f error involved in applyin g - 

“ .5  -

this technique to frequency measurement s . The first in in the 
~~~~~~~~~ - .  - so ‘mv a~~- ,r,

broadening rates for individual trans itio ns . From svazlab le
sl ats in H2 0 and D20, the broadening rates range from 26-60 rr-m VHf S ~ . 5..

MHz/torr imply ing a detunsng error of ±25 percent l’or an
assumed averag e broadening rate of 40 MHz/t orr 12 1, (1 3 J ,  ±.~ 

. .,
114 1. The second source of error is in the possibility of
absorption due to nearby transitions , which is correctable —‘o f .~ aaa
only to ws thin the accuracy with whs ch the spectra are known. .

~ 
if

From available source s we est imat e the accuracies to be. II) ! e
ground state FIR. ±100 Mh z , W~ IR . ± 400 MHz. V~ FIR
±40O M}~z ( I 5 (~ ( l7j .

Because of the known unce rrasnties of the lR transitions. ____________________________

particularly II in Fig. 2. and as a check on the technique , ab’ 90 ,, me 1550
sorption coe fficients and detunusge wer e measure d for a few
CW pump lines listed in Table 1 (1 8 1 .  An example of the dat a °‘ .
for P132) is shown in Fig. 4. The results are presented in
Table II with the desunusgs obtained using s~v1j • 40 MHz !
sorr . a value based on our measured R 122) absorption coe f ’ ‘ . -
f icte ns and the known detuning of ‘3 18 MHz (2 1, (12(
These data ess entia l ly confirm the mag nitude of the calculated ‘ ,
deiununga (4 J ‘bi ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘e

For the case of P 132 ).  sIte analysis was complic ated by the ? if
presence ot the two transitions shown irs Fig. 2. For two ~i

absorbing transitions there are genera lly four possible line
locations which result in the same value il absorption. For s i’ ’~ ~_,. ,. ,

~~the sp ec ifI c case of widely separated stron g and weak t ranai~tions. the locations are approximstely sy mmet ri c about each Fig. S sat Unseated FIN absorption caehflci.nt :

~

s, ‘r ’e 5’) am ssgeai
tran s it ion . For the data in Fig. 4 . rIse resulting candidate s as the mageiiade of ris e deswsi ng from 6 5~ -‘ ‘

~ - hi VIea.aaro~line pos itions are ct (55 Mhz about I and ±500 MI-Iz about II FIR a bsorption coefficient for rise 66 Mm upsai .o a the masiuitade
al she desu ning from 

~ 
4~ a ‘ S~~t Also shown a.. line c,nter sbBut because of the m ean ly of a us Fig 4 and the va ns uon iii IOrptiOO soef fl cieet ,. and alp 2 ) ave raged ave r he rvperunenrai

is ov et the tuning range of the CW CO 5 laser we have dedu ced range of so urce sell pressures i -S tan
that the most likely line location is ‘5 00 MHz from II and
~+l.S GHz fro m I 1191 Hence, the punsp appears to be sver ags d over ‘- 100 FIR pulses . Part of the scatter is thus
above ifs. I line center by —30 Doppler widths, ats nbuted to fluctuations in the pump m u  FIR amp litudes.

The technique was then applied to the FIR ssgnsla. Pnor As can be seen in th is figure , the 50 (an signal appeared to be
to propaga t ing throug h he absorpt ion cell , the uitlnW ( -kW) detuned 2.1 GHz , which is slightly grea ler than the es t imated
FIR pulseS were filtered and attenuated to low lev e ls (<W) to pump detuning ol 1.5 CeHz. The sage of the FIR detustung
prevent satur ation. The apparent abso rption coefficient was could not be determined.
then measured as a function of p ressure in both the source For the 66 ~am c ase , the absorption is sl om uns Ied by the
and absorpt ion cells with the result ing data shown in Fig. S ground stats transition 6 .~ — ~ with a calculated location
Each data point represents an energy absorption coeffici ent 5.75 GHz below ‘he s’~ FIR transitions Decaua, ot the strong
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Prior to the onset of the FIR , the CO2 absorption coefficient
w as slightl y less than the small signal value (to be discussed
in the next section) indica ti ng some small saturation. During
the occurrence of the FIR , the peak absorption coefficient was
a factor o f 2 larger than the small signal value. Thin is utcom•

us . ~~
, petible with both FIR waves being on resonance because at

‘2 
s~~~~~~~ o a. ‘ 

a~~~S~~ best only the small nignal absorption coefficient could be
recovered by having saturat ing FIR waves present.

However , pump dep letion and an apparent intens ity depen.
dent absorption coe fficient are both char acte ristic o f a strong

0,0 parametric effeci such ,s s timulated Reman emission. An
alternate explana ti on of the increased absorption migh t be
either a two.stap or two -photon tI R + IR or IR + FIR) abso rp-
lion. From the availa ble spectros copIc data for P~~, 2v~, C i ,

~~ ,,.,, and 5,~ , we have calcul*ted that the sma llest detun sng for the
latter processes is >10 GHz matting the postulated Raman
more favorable solely on the basis of detuning (4 ( ,  ( l l (

III. DETIJNiNG MEASUREMENTS

One of the major charact eristics which distinguish the
______________________ stimulated Ranlsn signal from a laser signal is the optical

frequ ency . In the latter c ase the frequency will be at the
l ag  2 PogtiaJ energy mci dlagtam sev rise P132) lIne. Insert shows molecular frequency while in the former case , the t req uency

rh, line posItions and strengths based an conve ntio ~ai specuoscoplc will be detuned from the molecular frequency by an amount
,tad ,e, 14 1 equal to the pump detu’nusg. In order to measure the ox .

pected small frequency shift , a second 02 0 cell was used as a
P132) w t th the heig ht being the relative absorption (4 ( . (9( . spectrometer , and is shown in Fig. I .
The doublet transition from 6, and 6~ is thoug ht to be split For an assumed detun mn g much larg er than the Dopp ler
by tesi than the Dopp ler width 50 MHZ) (4 ( .  Because the width , the wing abso rption coe fficien t is ~ven by
pump is essentially sing le frequen cy and detuned —30 Dop- X 2 A / g \ ~ ia
pIer widths from the stro ngest absorption , the question arises a l r ) ’ ’ — ’~ ’ (n s - -‘1n h) ~ ( I )
ma to the nature of the resulting FIR emisaion—laaer orst imu - l6sv gi / - v,)

lated Raman. In wh et follows we present evidence that the where 2 and 1 refer to the upper and lower levels. f~ 
is the

65.9 iam and the 50.3 jam transitions are due to t ilmul ated level degeneracy. .4~ I is the reciprocal radiative lifetime . s~ 4’y
P,aman emission wh ale the 82.6 jam appears to be a cucade is the homogeneous line width (FWHM), and a’ and w 5 are
laser transition. The 119 jant t ransition was not lnveetigated the optical and molecular frequencies. Since both the popula’

Preliminary evi dence for the Ram an ef fect came from is on difference and the line width are proportional to pressure
tempor al measurements of the various sig nals shown in Ft1. 3. p, a ‘— pi with a slope inversely proportionel to the squar e of

- IT _ _ _  ~‘~—_ _ _ _ _ _  
_ _
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ground state transition, there are only two candidate line loca- S ee
lions, +1.8 GHz said -6.75 0Hz relative to the 66 ju n line
center. The latter is rejected because it is inconsistent with -

any R,sman or laser process. The weak 83 pci signal was ~° 
a ,

~ ° “ ‘ si 50

absorbed strongly at all pressures sod appeared to be on or ‘a
very near laser resonance. A consistent interpretation of 

a
these results is that, by vsvtue of the measured IR and FIR l \ s s7t!;~.•,
detun ings, both the 50 and 66 ja n signals are due to separate
stimulated Rasnan processes, w ith perhaps a small Sc Stark ‘ ..
shi ft , while t he 83 jams signal appeass to be a cascade laser
transition. As a further check on this, we can estimate the —

respective small sig nal gain coefficients and Stark shifts. an 4 5 e 5 sal ci so

Using a density matrix descrip tion of two waves interacting - .
in a thre e’level system in the near-resonant approx im ation, the Fl~ 6. Calculated values of Fi and F, versus sormslizcd FIR f r o-
gain at the emitted frequen cy can be expressed as quency 2(rs~ - r,)/Aa.H. Labels s and b ruf nr to 3 raises of 0 .1 and

0.3 , respecuvely. with 3 proportional to pump intensity ii defined In
Gf ±032 [Fi(ns ‘n,) + F,(n1 - it,)] (2) iii. Appendix. The arrows show the pump location. Insert shows

two poeaible Rainsas conflgusatismns.
where the +(-) sig n refers to the inverted (normal) vee con.
figurati on shown in Fig. 6 and ~~~ is the homogeneous cross ’
section st line center for the 3 -‘2 transition (201. F 5 and ‘0.22 cm ’1. In contra st , the 66 jun laser and Raman gains
F, are the lase r and Raman cross section multipliers , ~~~~~~~~ are very close , suggesting that other factors may inf luence the
lively, with F, propo rtional to the pump intensity. The preferential growth of one. One such factor is the ground
explicit fon,,s of F~ and F 2 are listed in the Appendix. In state absorption 6

~~ 
— 7~ which will be larger for the laser

Fig. 6, F~ and F, are shown venus the emitted frequency de- case than the Raansn , favo ring the growth of the latter.
tuning for a fixed pump detuning with normslized pump From Fig. 6, the ac Stark shift is estimated to be l50
intensity ma a parameter. The values are representative of the MHz assuming the detun ing to be 1 .5 0Hz. Hence the Raman
experi mental s ituation in Fig. 3. Two key features to note lines should be dett aned at least 1.65 0Hz whereas any laser
are that the laser rind Ranian resonances are ac Stark shifted lines would be detuned -‘-150 MHz. This is so be compared
by the sant e amount in opposite directions and that the msg ni. with the measured 66 jan detuning of 1.8 0Hz and the SO jam
tud e of F, is not negligible comp ared with F 1. For the in. detun ing of 2.1 GUs. Recalling the uncertainties in 

~~~~~~ver ted vee config uration approp riate to the 66 jan transition , the agreement is reasonable and confirms the nature of the
Ratnan gain exists for ,i ~ > n~, which is certainly the case for processes.
weak pump saturation. For the normal vee configuration
appropriate to the 50 jam transition , R,aman gain requires si,> IV. CoNcL usioNs
n~, which is also satisfied for s weak pump (211, (221. Using the most recent high resolution spectral data , we have
Hence, both transitions may undergo teparste laser or Raman identified the strong FIR transitions associated with the P (32)
transitions , pump. The expected pump detussingr based on these data

The gain coefficients are estimated by approx imating the have also been quantitatively confirmed. Because of the larg e
populations with a steady .tt ate value. For the conditions in P(32) and emitted 50 and 66 j im signal detuninp , the emis-
Fig. 3 at the time of onset of the FIR. the Ranian and laser sins processes were identi fied as being due to two separate
ga.a’rs at 50 um are found to be 0.5 cm ’1 and -7 cm ’1, respec. st im ulated Ramiz, effects. The expected small ac Stark shift
lively (assuming 1. 5 GUs pump detuning, $ 0.1 correspond , of the FIR by the strong pump was not fully resolved. The
ing to -‘-300 kW/cm ’ ). For 66 j im the gaint are estimated to major trror in using the pressure dependence of the abso rption
be 0.7 cm -i and 0.5 cm ’1 for the Raman and laser cases, for frequen cy measurements is in the uncertainties of the
Because of the higher gain, the 66 iam Raman sig nal should various broadening coeffic ients.
buil d up t’irst followed by the 50 pm signal. This is evident in There are a number of interesting implications of these
Fig. 3. observat Ions. First . a Raciest process can be twice *2 efficient

Also evsdent in Fig. 3 is an in flection point in the 66 jan as a laaer ~roceu because , in principle, every absorbed IR
signal which correlates with the onset of the 50 jan signal. photon produces a Raman photon whereas laser emission is
Considering the inverted eec configuration in FIg. 6, a 66 jan, limited to only half of the excited molecules, Second. the
Raman process results in a preferential population of 2 w ith itrong-field near.resonsnt interaction produces an ac Stark
resulting wing absorption of the Raman sign al due to the 2 -. 3 shIft which, because of the spice- time vain*tion of the pump,
rraniieioti. In contr ail . a 50 jam R,aman signal populates 3 may chirp the FIR. In fact , the scatter evident In the dat a
w hich would decr ease this sbs orpt ion increasing the net 66 jan of FIg. 5 has been partially correlated with the source cell
Raman gain and resulting output as observed , pressure and hence the FIR and fR intensities said their ins’

It is also interesting to note the predicted Ices for the 50 jan plied Sta rk shifts . Third, time existence of absorption by
case . In fact even witls a saturating pump and 66 jan sIgnal, nearby ground state transitions may be a limiting factor in the
laser or Reman , there is still a predicted 50 mt lase r Ices of overa ll FIR growth dynamics. For txa mn pie, the ground state

-
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transi tion 4~~ -‘4~~~, with calculated position 3.68 GHz ACKNOWLEDGMENT

above the 385 jam transition, has .a line cente r absorption of lI st a pleasure to dck now ledge the valuable contnbutions of
0.45 cm ”1 which may be sufficiently strong to affect the FIR. W . S. Benedict. for unpublished 

~~i .  2e,. and a’3 data. E.
Finally, because of the presence of two strong FIR waves . Danielewicz and P D. Coleman for loyal opposition; P Norton
there may exist contributions to the dynamics associated with for generous loan of the Si detector. J Shuw and C. Lin for
three-photon processes such as a double Ranian or laser’ unpublished c, data . ond P. Temkmn for ommunicating
Raman process . calculations md results similar to ours prior to publication

It would appear that unde r the appropnat e tuning condi~
lions, many of the multiphoton processes so easily observed in RE E  E REN CES

the visible may also be observed in the IR and FIR. Recent lii 0,0 was first sug1estcd to iii by F Keiimann .0,5 rho vabse.
observations of two-p hoton absorption (IR + IR) and lR quest observation reported in: I K Plan,. L. ~s ewman . E. I.

Danielew,co . I A. Delempie . ~nd P 0. Coleman. “Hi8h poiverRaman. and this observation of FIR Raman, juggest that, optically pumped lot inurared lasers . IEEE Trgar , ~flcmn,are
far from being weak , the multiphoion effects ire quite strong, Theo, ’v Tech.. vol. SiTT-22 . pp 956—990 , Dec 934
may already exist in number of known off-resonant c ases. 121 F Keslmann, K I. Sheffield. I K R. Leir e, hi S Fold. and

- . A. Javan . Optical pumpmg and tunable lase r specrroscopy si rise
and migh t be obse rved in threeS and tour .wave interactions s’~ band of D~O.” 4pp/ PSss L.’rr . viii 6 pp r 9 - 22 ,  Jan I.
[5) .  [2 3 1—( 25 1 . i s ’s

13 ) 0 Ii Evans, L I Sharp. lb A . Peobics . and G . t ay lor , “For’

~PPENDtX infrared vuper-radiani laser acaso n in heavy outer ,” Opt
- C~mmuo., vol. 15. pp. 479-484 . Sept 19’6

For times longer than the inverse Linewsdth . an appropr iate (‘5 ) C. L Lao ai)d I H. Show . “Measurements ci a’~ undomenral
rate equation desc ription of the inverted tee configuration in band vi D~ 

v 0.~
. presented at use .it,t s~rnp  htolecraiaz Spec-

isotropy. Columbus . OH , June 19’S , paper Fl_ 13 .
Fig. b is 15) it. R. Frttvr man . H. R Schlosibvr~. and I. Wakl mao , “ Sub.

rniiiimeter lasers ~prscally pumped iii resonance , ” üp
it, - ‘y.l,n, it ,) + Gf If Comrnsarr ..  .ol b. pp. 15b — i5 9.  Oct 1972

b~ K I RudE ,. ‘Temporal coneren~e meOsaareoren i, . 1  a dou ble
ii i ‘ -

~ iut i - 
~ i)  + G~I~ dirichuopt CO, rCA loser.” IEEE I . a’,,i ra~ar,a t.’!rcrr-ov . vol

ill p. 540. Sept 975
- n,) — - G111 r 6. Plant arid I. A Derrmpic “(‘~fli’i(Orai iaiflv lot rrs(ti-o .r’set

prahiied Cti 5 i 49is am lasers. ” I ippa Phi- , . vol .5” 
~p .la~~where -y- is rise relaxation rate , it 1 is the equilibrium popula’ 3544 j si~ 1976.

lion Gis a gain coe fficient. I, the flux e~E~ 2’hk withE, tire 9) 3 W illiamson. ‘V~ bands at H 1 “ 0 H, ~‘- and D3 “i  P h D
peak electric field and k , 2rr/ 31- . The subscripts p and f refer dissertation. Ohio State lcnis . (‘.slumbu,, 4v9

9) s, L. S,Ssawloa. and C 4 ToO,flv’s. ifa, ’vra.o,. ,sp,’ . to the pump and FIR. Using a density mat rix description of a 
~~~ Y~~~k %icC,rao-5915. 19$, . vh 4

quasi steady .state rwo~wsve interaction in the nest resonant 1101 P. Sorron. “Phoroaronduciisitv atom ,4ial1~’s ne5aiive .ianOt
approx imation ldetun ings are su boptica l ) and assuming all tO 

~~ 

u l i c o r . A r t e v sas ’ Issra re ’5 detecto r. I 4 ppi PSs’s

linewidths to ire the same the gain oeltia,ients are tours d to s~ ~ Bensal i t ‘v Godar nd E K PI s r S
be for the inverted pee case; ,pecrri us deurera red arer s’apor,” J c it e ’., Pa,~~: .Oi 20 ~r’

1139 — 116 5. June 195h
= ~~~~ [(it 3 - fl 2 )F~ + (

~~i 
- n 2 I F,)  1121 Population Jiffe rasr rces and .4 .oc i:i.icnr , v a n : v  ,cc ,.a ’ r J  - sm

the spectroscopic bra. ,u~ a~c: pin ,rarr,rs. , , ,nd ,, mrrv:rr
G~~~o3~ ftn1 - fl i)/ i  ~~~~~ - n z ) fz ) line ,irenra rh bra ‘r Hi: :-r .r ’~oaCU . v : :Hv r r r v eft ,aI’

related asses a band .lWok moment .i a 12 0 .‘ r r a p.-aaleJ
where s~, is the homogeneous cross section at line center from thy measure ments ii 2 )
[26) . Expressing detuni ngs 55 = 21i’,i a’p )

~~~’H’ ~
. = 13 )  U P Srisas rava and A kamar. l~ ‘ ros en “a - ..~i c’ r r ’.. “1

— molecule S Cite,”, Pitt, “ar t’ ’ ~p 1 4 ’ ~~ ’’ 05. ‘ -‘‘ 5
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S = js ,3 E,,hc ~sap where jag, and a’~1 are the transition dipo le ‘sas estrapulate il ram C C liroallos a’. ~~~~~~~~~~ :1

moment and frequency; then defining LI:) + i. we find Go bbre , and 5*, Sisau h, Ohvert’aci.rn r ,ara .,, ro ‘‘ , ,.jc .r,na’
o rt ears an 0~0 us.ng a LN maser. I.Utra,, ’ ,i Pi ta  . . ,.a pp
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resolution ,ubmsilimorer ‘baa, vs’Cvtrvs ~oIaa ..vUSiI a s  ‘. Or
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